For the island coastline segmentation, a fast segmentation algorithm for C-V model method based on exponential image sequence generation is proposed in this paper. The exponential multi-scale C-V model with level set inheritance and boundary inheritance is developed. The main research contributions are as follows: 1) the problems of the "holes" and "gaps" are solved when extraction coastline through the small scale shrinkage, low-pass filtering and area sorting of region. 2) the initial value of SDF (Signal Distance Function) and the level set are given by Otsu segmentation based on the difference of reflection SAR on land and sea, which are finely close to the coastline. 3) the computational complexity of continuous transition are successfully reduced between the different scales by the SDF and of level set inheritance. Experiment results show that the method accelerates the acquisition of initial level set formation, shortens the time of the extraction of coastline, at the same time, removes the non-coastline body part and improves the identification precision of the main body coastline, which automates the process of coastline segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
It has become a hot issue in the ocean research to extract coastline information quickly and accurately. The ocean is more and more important on the national economy and accelerates the development of ocean transportation. At home and abroad, coastline extraction method focuses on the study of regional growth method, tracking method, edge detection method, level set method and so on. Region growing algorithm has higher demand for the principles design of the growth. Tracking method needs to set the starting point and human intervention for many times. Edge detection algorithm is sensitive to noise, and the result contains too much other useless edge. Level set method expresses the closed curve by constructing threedimensional curved surface, avoids the closed curve evolution process of tracking, and has good detection effect and advantages of strong anti-noise ability. However, the level set method has complex iterative and large amount of calculation, the initial curve to a given. For huge-size SAR image of coastline detection, detection speed is slow; it takes a long time to obtain the result. Reducing the number of iterations and improving testing efficiency become the focus in the study of this paper, guaranteeing the accuracy of the results under the premise. Therefore, this paper proposes an exponential multiscale C-V model method to improve efficiency.
TITLE AND ABSTRACT BLOCK

Spots' Eliminate under Multi-scale
SAR image has speckle noise, factors of reef, fisheries and other factors. These factors can not be removed by the simple lowpass filtering. Exponential multi-scale C-V model reduces plaque by narrowing the scale and reducing the resolution, which makes the initial coastline boundary much easier to be obtained. There are many kinds of methods forming image sequence from low spatial resolution to the high spatial resolution by re-sampling. Both images re-sampling based on Shannon sampling theorem and high-low frequency of wavelet multi-resolution decomposition that based on the wavelet theory are typical decomposition approach. We need relatively continuous changes of image sequences on the spatial resolution to ensure the differences between adjacent images in the amount of information, and ensure the robustness of boundary inheritance and continuity. The re-sampling based on Shannon sampling theorem is able to recovery information completely, which is not in conformity with the principle of image sequence difference. There are striking differences between image sequences of wavelet decomposition, which doesn't conform to the principle of robustness and continuity. Due to make the step be smaller than the step of binary wavelet and the sampling step on demand, we use Bessel cubic spline interpolation, also so as to make the sampling step larger than the given step of Shannon sampling theorem (According to the source frequency, complex images' step size always be set to 1, which also be the original images). The row and column interpolation formulas are: by the sampling step T, and sampling point location is:
In addition to solve the boundary calculation problem, this paper uses the mirror symmetry extension to expand the image boundary. Extension to the four image corners uses final extended results, which does not affect the calculation of nonexpansion. The calculation of two-dimensional image uses tensor product form of one-dimensional Bessel cubic spline interpolation:
There are also some spots or patches in the residual image sequences of different scales. As a result, we use Butter-worth low-pass filter: 
Boundary Extraction Process
The level set segmentation process of coastline by fast and exponential Multi-scale C-V model is shown as fig.1 . For the exponential multi-scale C-V model, Multi-scale method realizes image conversion from low scale to high scale; Low pass filter removes the small and pointless feature information, which makes improves the level set C-V model to achieve a more simple iterative, greatly shortens time, and refines the boundary. The whole process ensures the efficiency, the high precision of edge extraction and the fast running time.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
The Testing Data
To evaluate the methodology proposed above, the CosmoSkyMed data images are chosen as test data. The test area locates in the zhoushan of Zhejiang province in China. The Cosmo-SkyMed data images most likely to be used operationally are: 1) they are small islands of the zhoushan Archipelago; 3) resolution 15 m; 4) polarizations VH. As is shown in figure 2 and figure 3 , we select two islands of different position for coastline detection experiments. Table. 1 The number of iterations/time(s) of ordinary C-V model and exponential multi-scale C-V model
The Results of Analysis
To compare the ordinary C-V model and exponential multiscale C-V model, we set the step as 0.01. The number of iterations and running time are obtained when we detect the accurate coastline for both the two models
As shown in Table 1 , exponential multi-scale C-V model reduces the number of iterations and shortens the time. Due to the improper choice of initial contour, the traditional C-V model has wrong coastline segmentation phenomenon. If we want to have high-precision, we should increase the step. However, this will cause low convergence rate. exponential multi-scale C-V model distinguishes noncoastal fisheries factors by using multi-scale segmentation, which obtains a smaller minimum area and be easier to obtain the precise boundary.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a fast and high precision level set exponential multi-scale C-V model algorithm for coastline extraction with SAR imagery. The method optimizes the extraction algorithm of huge-size SAR image coastline, which makes it simple for practical engineering. The combination of multi-scale technology and the exponential multi-scale C-V model ensures the high efficiency and accuracy of the segmentation results. Compared with the traditional C-V model, exponential multi-scale C-V model has higher processing efficiency and less number of iterations, which is more suitable at the same precision level. It is found that the fast level set method evades the partial texture information of land effectively, and omits the SAR coastline segmentation procedure for removing speckle noise. It also has high potentials for the edge extraction of the high resolution image, because of the stronger robustness, convergence and practicability of exponential multiscale C-V model.
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